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SUMMARY
This document provides information on the Army's technical objectives for the
Crcnbat Clothing, Uniforms and Integrated Protective Equivment areas to the
external camimuty, both Goverrment and nongaovm ient, including academic,
scientific and industrial organizations. Its purpose is to stimulate the
participation of such organizaticrs in Army research and develcpment.
Areas cred

include:
management Review
Technology Base Investnert Strategy
Progress and AcmT.lishtmentsPlanned Programs (research, developrent, and engineering)
Major Technological Barriers
Program Relaticrships and Interactions

vii

Te U.S. Army Technical Objective Document is an important part of the Army's
Information for Industry Program. Each Army laboratory and research,
development and engineering center has an opportunity annually to prepare a
Technical Objective Document based upon Army requirements, scientific and
technological oportunities, and the needs of present and projected systems.
We all recognize that the develom~ents and accouplishments of the Army are the
product of tean%ýKrk among Army scientists and engineers and their counterparts
in industry and the academic ccmunity. This document is intended to increase
this teaiwcrk by providing you with necessary information on cur research,
develcpnent and acquisition program. Specific objectives are:
To provide planning information for independent research and development
programs.
To improve the quality of unsolicited proposals and Research and
Developmnt (R&D) procurements.
To encourage face-to-face aiscussions between Army ergirýeers and
scientists and their external counterparts.
As you read through the pages that follow, you may see an opportunity to which
your organization can respond. We invite you to discuss the opportunity with
the scientist or engineer identified therein. Furthermore, you may have
completely new ideas not considered in this document which, if brought to the
attention of the proper organization, c.Xlid make a significant contribution to
the Army's capabilities. The Army has a ccrtinuing interest in receiving
proposals that contain new ideas, suggestions and innovative concepts for
wapons, supplies, facilities, devices and equipment. In other words, your

ideas, whether in response to this document or not, are always welccme.
Classified/limited Technical Objective Documents are available from the Defense
Technical Information Center (DTIC), as are unclassified/unlimited documents.
These documents, as well as additional information on doing business with the
Army, are also available from the Army's Technical and Industrial Liaison
Offices.

II.
1.

MA2QAGEME~r OVRVE

MISSION

The mission of the U.S. Army Natick Research, Develcpment and Engineering
Center (Natick) is to ensure maximm survivability, supportability,
sustainability, and conbat effectiveness of individual soldiers and crews on
the battlefield under worldwide environmental extremes.
Our goal is to provide the American soldier the best equipment for the best
price through research, development and engineering in the areas of Airdrop
Systems, Food and Food Service Systems, Tactical Shelters, and ClothLng and
Individual Equipment. We nre deeply committed to making cur soldiers, and all
service members, the best equipped and best fed in the world.
2.

CRSANIZATIONAL SrRUCTLME

Natick is an element of the U. S. Army Troop Support Ccunaid (TROSOXM), a major
We are currently
subordinate command of the U.S. Army Materiel Canad (AMC).
organized into five mission-oriented directorates - the Individual Protection
Directorate (IPD), t±.e Food Engineering Directorate (FED), the Aero-Mechanical
Engineering Directorate (AMED), the Advanced Systems Directarate (ASD), the
Soldier Science Directorate (SSD), - and requisite administrative support
elements.
our commodity directorates are responsible for planning, organizing and
overseeing the conduct of all required research, development, and engineering
in their assigned areas. IP¶ performs these functions for CwlTHING AND
and also coordinates all Army-contributing RD&E efforts
INDIVIDUAL BXII1U
concerned with the protection of the individual soldier.
3.

PROGRAM AREAS

i'atick's programs encompass the total spectrum of research, exploratory,
advanced and full-scale engineering develcpment, ard the operations and
maintenance activities essential for standardization and production engineering
in support of procurement.
our mission is focused primarily on three product areas and include several
distinct fields of endeavor, all covered by the AMC/Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC) Combat Service Support Mission Area Material Plan (CSS MAmP).
They are:
AIRDROP AND CUX!BAT SERVIC

-

SUPPORT

-
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Advanced Personnel and Cargo
Airdro Sy- ez
Hardened Thelter Systexs
Tentage and Organizational

Equipment Systems

omBAT caHING AND INDrIIAL EQUIPMENT

-

Ballistic Protection

-

Directed Energy Protection
Contersurveillance/Flame

-

Environmental Protective

-

Microclimate Conditioning

-

Integrated Protecti-ve

Chmical/Bioloqical/Nuclear

Protection
Protection
Clothing
Eupment
Clothing
FOOD EGINEEfl

AND FOOD SERVICE BQUfl=

-

Combat Feeding Systems

-

Operational Rations
Ration Packaging Systems

Our overall program is planned and prioritized in response to the deficiencies
in the Training and Doctrine Catmand Battlefield Develcpment Plan and is fully
coordinated with the different combat. arms (users). Its execution is
effectively managed using a modern management control system to ensure that the
individual soldier's needs are aocurately identified and expeditiously
addressed.
THE SOLDIER 1DERNIZATION PLAN (SMP): The S4P describes the develcpment of the
"Soldier System" from 1991 to 2006. Its purpose is to provide a canprehensive
scheme to modernize the soldier as a battlefield system. The soldier's
warfighting capabilities will be maximized by enhancing his lethality, conmand
and control, survivability,

and mobility.

sustainment,

The SMP covers the full

range of research, development, and acquisition from technology base to systems
development to the fielding of soldier items.
The basic strategy of the SMP is to draw upon the achievements and advances in
many areas of technical expertise in the Army, the other services, allies, and
industry.

This will furnish state-of-the-art technologies which can be

integrated into a system which will provide a synergistic improvement in combat
effectiveness.
One of the basic precepts in soldier modernization is the realization that
while maxiaum camronality and interchangeability are highly desirable,
significant differences exist anmong various groups of soldiers in terms of the

threat they face, their operational environment, the burden they have to carry,
and their degree of exposure to the elements. These differences frequently
warrant specialized materiel solutions and will be considered by combat and
materiel developers throughout the life-cycle management process.
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THE SOLDIER AS A SYSTEM: A key rec-criation of the SMP is to view and manage
the soldier as a system, the Army's primary conbat system. In the past, the
soldier system items have been developed irependently; we need to address the
individual soldier in a well-integrated, well-balanced, and systematic manner
in order to achieve saoe measure of overall improved ccnbat effectiveness. The
soldier system approach will permit the elevation of soldier system issues and
the appropriate integration of components; the main strategy of the SMP is to
coordinate and integrate all of these related technology developments. This
balanced effort covers technologies for lethality, command & control,
survivability, sustainment, and mobility.
STEERING CaN2-UTTEE (TBESC): In order to accomplish
TECHNOLaY BASE EXECUI
this well-balanced soldier system research and develcpnetit effort amorn
independent organizations, the TBESC has been established to coordinate the
various technologies necessary for future soldier systems. The members of the
TBESC include the TRADOC Systems Manager (TSM) - Soldier, the future Program
Manager (PM) - Soldier, NATI0( and the Technical Directors or their authorized
representatives, of the following orgarizations:
U.S.Army
U.S.Army
U.S.Army
U.S. Army
U.S. Army
U.S.Army
U.S.Army
U.S. Army
U.S.Army
U.S.Army
U.S.Army
U.S.Army
U.S.Army

Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center (ARDEC)
Research Institute (ARI)
Research Office (AMl)
Belvoir" Research, Develceent, and Engineering Center (BRDEC)
Ccmab-uications and Electronics Command (CECCM)
Ciemical Research, Development, and Engineering Center (CRDEC)
Laboratory Command (LABCXM)
LABCOM Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory (EIlL)
Harry Diamend Laboratory (HDL)
Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL)
Material Technology Laboratory (MTM)
Medical Research and Development Center (USAMRDC)
Special Operations Ccm•ard (USSOCTM).

The TBESC oversees the technology base k6.1, 6.2, and 6.3a) for the Future
Soldier System. The technology base for the Future Soldier System will include
all the technologies for the individual soldier that are under development, or
are proposed for development, to accomplish future soldier requirements.
Natick has undertaken the task of treating the soldier as a system, and has
initiated many activities in support of this goal. For technology base
management duties, Natick: chairs and provides administrative support to the
rBESC; chairs the TBESC working group; provides the technology base annex to
the Soldier Modernization Plan; coordinates/integrates inputs to the Soldier
Modernization section of the Army Technology Base Master Plan; chairs an
international technology base leveraging working grcup; orchestrates Soldier
System Technology Area Assessments; and serves as the Soldier System materiel
integrator.
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APPROACH T MDOERNIZATION: The Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE)
Advanced Technology Transition Demonstration (ATID) is an ongoing program that
exemplifies the SMP strategy and soldier system approach to improve combat
effectiveness. Although the thrust of this effort is for the dismintd combat
soldier, the multitude of diverse technologies will have broad applicat3ons for
all soldiers. The SIPE ATID is an example of the soldier system research and
developwnt; the most promising high payoff technologies will be exploited in
order to engineer a modular head-to-toe fighting system with enhanced
warfighting capabilities.
THE B1=

CON=:

Indivi'dual soldier technologies required to modernize the

five soldier capabilities are developed in several camands within AMC
(including the following: Armame-nts (AYLaM), Cimrunications and Electronics
Ccmvand (CEtCM), Troop Support Camiarr (TROSCCM), and Missile Command (MICcm)
as ell as outside of AMC such as the US Army Medical R&D Coand (MRDC), Army
Corps of Engineers, NAM, National Ta s, etc. These technologies must be
developed in harmony at the right time for the soldier sysstm to result in an
integrated entity. The SP-proposed use of the block concept will help to
ensure the integration of all the components of soldier modernization. The
appendix to this document presents the Block I (Next Generation System)
proposed for the Soldier System as identifid in the Army Technology Base
Master Plan (MT4P): The Enhai•ced Integrated Soldier System (TEISS).
4.

PROGRAM GOALS

Our program goals are to:
Dnsure maximum. survivability, supportability, sustainability and combat
effectiveness of indivi'ial soldiers and crews at all times under all
environintal conditions.
Be the Center of Excellence for research, development and eqngineerirg in
combat clothing and individual protective equipment, tactical shelters
and tentage, airdrop systEmr, and organizational equipment.
Achieve major technological and systen, improvements on highest priority
user-relevant programs and expedite fielding of these improvements.
Exploit the worldwide technology base to achieve mission technology
superiority.
Plan and conduct technology base programs which siipport developrent of
Natick's Next Generation/Future Systems (NG/FS) by addressing major
technology barriers.
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optimize the use of resources to enhance productivity.
Maintain a cohesive long-range R&D plan and a corprate strategy which
achieve and sustain mission superiority.
III.

TECOWY BASE INVESINET SflA=

Technology is the lifeblood of new and improved Army systems and equipnent.
However, technology can only be an effective force multiplier if the
application is fielded quickly. Streamlined acquisition measures are used by
Natick to shorten the time between proving a concept feasible and putting a
system in the hands of troop.
Exploiting new technologies to field-effective and affordable systems and
equipment for the Army is a challenging process, one that is becoming
institutionalized at both AMC and TRADOC throtqh comprehensive analysis and
long-range planning. The Army's long-Range Army Materiel Req ncnnts Plan
(LRAMRP) provide the means for articulating a strategy for overoming
battlefield deficiencies and a rational allocation of resources based on
criticality of need.

The link between mission area strategies and technology

base planning is a set of Next Generation and Future Systems (NG/FS).
Natick is the proponent for several NGIFS, including one MG system encompassing
t (TEISS),
the CIE area entitled The Whanced Intemrated 13,ldier
The applicable FS is entitled Tbe Future Ccxbat
(described in the Appeanx).
Soldie~r Syt.

NG/FS are generally described in cncneptual terms and provide

a set of references and targets for technology base efforts needed by focusing
on specific critical techlnoogical barriers.
Nztick's technology base investment strategy is carpsed of four major
elemvents:
1.

NEXT GJENEATION AND FLtYRE SYSITMS

Approximately 50 percent of cur technology base resources (6.1 basic research,
6.2 exploratory development, and 6.3a proof-of-principle demnstration) is
allocated in support of specific Next Generation and Future Systems (14G/FS).
NG systems will begin full-scale developrent in the late 1990s and will provide
a fielded capability into the 21st century. For each system, the tecLnological
barriers have been identified which could prevent achievement of the
capanilities desired. Programs an )roof-of-principle demonstrations of
prototypes (technology demonstrations) have been structured in a logical,
time-phased manner.
2.

EMEFLING TECXiNOLC=G I

The potential of some emerging technologies is so great that it warrants
special visibility and manageriwnt attention, even when its application to a
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specific system is unclear. A.xt 20 percent of our tehology base's total
resources is dedicated to maturing such high-payoff technologies. In the CIE
area, our key emerging technologies fall into the biotecivwlogy, advanced
materials and prosses, neuroscience, and protection/lethality areas.
3.

SYSTEMIC PRBLEM

Chronic problem which face the Army, such as logistics research and
development, MANPRINT/human factors engineeri,., soldier acceptability,
lightening the soldier's load, ard sizing and tariff of CIE, lend themselves to

technological solutions, but often do not have a system focus. About 25
percen of our technology base resc±re is allocated for these kinds of
prblems to make sure that they get the attention they require.
4.

SUPRI"IE CAPABILITIES

Finally, our investnt strategy allocates akout five percent of resources in
support of analytical capabilities. These I clude front-end analyses, modeling
and sinmlatics, Autctated Data Processing (ADP) data base development,
special-purpose equip&ent, and other infrastrcture items that ensure cur
o01timiirn ability to execte quality R&D programs and act as smart buyers
&=os the entire spe•.trm of the materiel life cycle.
IV.
1.

a

1Ci

AND IMoIVInL11L KVIWFM (CIE)

OVERVIEWJ

Matick's CIE technology program is directed toward advanced integrated combat
clothing cystaim. 7here are five basic climatic environints for which the
Army provides clothing system; hot-wt, hot-dry, tmperate, cold-wet and
cold-dry. In sare qoeqraphical areas, seascral variations in climate
necessitate the issue of more than one clothing ersemble. In addition,
protection from special hazards or threats requires separate issue of unique
itemi,
such as a chenical protective overgarment or a ballistic protective
vest.
Applied r-earc-i efforts in the CIE area have been ccnductA-d in a group of
separate tech~nolgy areas su--iWrtirx CIE development. Emphasis has been, aid
ccntinues to be, placed on iTh2rovirq individual soldier survivability, redcirng
the soldier's load, and lec•-Aenirv the logistic burden in the CIE area. Applied
recenrct and develop-ent efforts in each area are aimed at integrating the
techrnlogy advances in the-se areas into a single iten or system of clothing or
equipment, indteM of a larn rmtnnxr of scparate itens. The development of
CIE, providing intratrd protection in a sirnle item or system at a levI l
meeting Army rnuiremrnts, is the technological c1allenge for the next several
decades. The CIE tnch=nolcgy thanist areas, listx-d alphabetically, incltrde:
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2.

a.

Ballistic Protection

b.

Checal/Biological Protection

C.

Clothing and Equipment rvsign and Sizing

d.

omnmtersurveillance Me&5ures

*.

Directed Energy Protection

f.

Diviruinental Protective Cloth~ing and Bluipwnt

g.

Flame Protection

h.

Interated Protection

i.

Material Degradation

J.

Microclimate

o:rditionirq

PROGRESS AND ACOaOPVU SW4MES

xeuear-h, tevelqopwnt, Testing, and
Natick is responsible for many significant
Evaluation (RDTE) programs. Military relevanc, quality pwidts, mission
are
productivity, proqresive managermt initiatives and tectnica).
lbrugh
ach•iewmmta.
cu.r
and
staff
our
synortymctm with our programs,
.c

engineerirng for tokqy, develcprtm
we are truly
for exaiple,
NG/FS, while
and required
the CIE area

for trrxrrow, and resardc

for the futture,

providing the decisive edge for the American soldier. We have,
focused cur tech b&- programs taard the taodnlogies rwodcd for
emergirn technologivs
still addressing the systemic Army proble,
t in
mprting capabilities. Eaples of axr FYS1 aomplie4
follow.
Diring FY91, ctw 1se-arc±i Prog~ram

a.
aco

pl Lq

nit.s includmi:

characterized -v'Il liquid crystal polynrs for ballistic protection.
Pesearchod thermoplastic resins for ballistic protection for hebl,,t
applications.
Developed q•mnric tr.drlogqy with cptoeloctroic capabilities for dynmnic
camuf lIage.
CMar.tctArlzd liquid cristallire plivse of silk proteins for prssling
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Identified excellent ncnlinear cptical properties for enzym-derived new
polymers.
Denstrated detoxification of G-agents in vapor phase by immobilized
microbial enzyme on cotton.
b.

QDloratogr Develiet Proram (6.2): During FY91, our Exqploratory
Development Program accomplishnents included:

Dreelope Mn -dejfpm
IIt 24ypp_

OIe trrr-

M7DT:

rua

-and nroxduced prgtptypre

Footwear protection has been provided for

many years by the butyl dceical protective footwear cover. Pacently,
the green vinyl overe.m (GVO), made fron polyvinyl chloride, replaced
the butyl items. The GMV provides adequate protection agairst chemical
warfare agents, but imrrovients in durability, petroleum/oil/lubricant
(POL) resistance, flame resistance, resistance to decontaminating
cdmicals, and improved traction on various surfaces are desired. No
single material is currently available to satisfy all these
requirements. A VW incorporating polymer blends to met the additional
perfomnce goals is now under development.
I•_
_e _~r .
/
£9
•
Dircly t
f_~_• •e
ta
g
p:
The new, three-color desert camouflage was develcped
to provide more effective countermurveillance protection than the
standard six-color pattern in a desert terrain. Based upon its improved
camouflage effectiveners, the US Army Infantry Schocol selected and
approved the three-color pattern as the new standard to erhance soldier
protection in Southwest Asia during Oct 90. Specification charges were
immediately made to include the new pattern in the Dese•t Battle Dress
Uniform, the Hot Weather Battle Dress Uniform, and Field Coat
Specifications.
J:
The 3M Co. has a basic
Drpre
technology for narrow width microporous
polytetrafluoroethy iene •rw%
mbranes. 7thse mcrmbrivrs are loaded with
various sorptive materials, ard marketed for use in chemical arolysis.
In conjunction with 3M, the FDxore tehnology was exploited to develcp
sorbent seipermtble ,rtranes loaded with mipnrsorbent active carbon.
Membrane laminates were evaluvted tor uA. in chemical protective
uniforms. 7The lamirntes rl",d offer extended protection against agent
liquids, aercsols, and vnpors; are waterproof; and allow corfort based on
evaporative cooling. Wider-didth (36-irch) production capability of the
mebranes was succensfully scaled up to pilot plant leval.
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Tranferred reduced wieht Spectra & inoed Kevlar fabric-basei helmet
The current standard PASGT helmet is a fiber-reinfarced composite molded
of Kevlar fabric impregnated with a polyvinyl butyral-phenol formaldehyde
resin. By taking advantage of improved fiber tecnlogy, Natick, in
conjunction with U.S. Army Materials Technology Liboratory and industry,
dewlaped the, technology for a reduced weight PASGT helmet (15% lighter),
which has bern trarsferred to the Soldier Enhancemnt Program. The helmet
configuration has not changed; helmets were produced utilizing, to the
greatest extent possible, current tooling, design, and manufacturing
techniques with the new lightweight coposite materials.
Prosedlightweihtt hebnets usir
directional SEC
SH
: During
the late 1980s, Allied-Signal Inc. patented a new op:site technology
consisting of a fibrous nonwoven-type material with polymer-irpregnated
fibers formed into a unidirectional web, row known ab Spectra
•. Research has focused on transferring the flat panel Spectra
Sii
weight reduction potential into helmet semi-spherical shapes.
A number of important advances have occurred, including: 1) the
development of improved resin system; 2) the devlopment of an automated
manufacturing process; 3) and the demonstration of helmet shells molded
from Spectra Shield.

S•ov eve

tection. fixed ln1 and blcckimn filter
Protection provided includes the following:
1) fixed line - three line protection using dye technology on the sun,
wind, and dust (,WD) gogqle; 2) blocking filter - filter blocking blue
region of the spectrum and/or near IR region; 3) and blocking filter Either reflective (dielectric stacks) or absorbing (dyes) or a
cambination of both.

"Ici

c.

l

-=j•

:

n1p2
?

vsenble (SIPE) Advance

a

_6t al:

Soldier Integrated Protective

Technology Transition Demonstration (ATMD)

SIPE is a modular head-to-toe fighting syste designed to balance mission
performance and protection by viewing the soldier as a total system.
During FY91, our program acrxrpli•L•hnents

included:

Delivery of Phase I "Brý%dboard" hardware and corducted Phase I
evaluations:
Natick Fhasse I evaluaticns:
Field-of-viw,
Manual dexterity,
Spech intelligibility,
Maneuverability,
Mobility,
Czmpatibi 1 ity,
Fit test.
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Other Govermnnt Agency (OGA) Phase I Evaluations:
- US Army Cmmicaticns and Electronics Cammwd (CEcOM,
c=zpatibility with omaputer, day-.nme viewing/graphics display.
- (CEM Center for Night 'isicn and Electro-Optics (C2NVED),
lw light level vs. resolution, distcion/field-of-view,
night dalking/driving/ f iring.
- US Army mn Engineeriny Labxratory (HEL), human
factors/campatibility, hearing and cammmicatiors, mobility,
M16 rifle compatibility.
Initiation of Phase II hardware devopment.
Initiation of detailed development of scenario for field operational

dewnstration.

Initiation of modeling effort with the Institute for Defense Analysis
(IDA), to run initial force-on-force gaming at the infantry squad level.
Condicted planning for follow-on efforts to facilitate techology build
(FY93 Transition year efforts and follow-on "CR1; SIPE" and "AIRfREW
SIPE- ATIT Prcgrams).
d.

Aktvced and pM*
i Develyent Prornam (6.3b and 6.41:
DWrirn FY91, our developmnt program acccalishments included:

W r=t.
Battle
s
form (DBM: Th respond to urgent and immediate
Cperation Desert Storm needs, the weight of the DBrXa was redtxd through
remval of the internal yoke and elbow, seat, and knee patches.
Additionally, Natick further improved the camouflage perforwanoe of the
uniform by introducing a new, three-color camoflage pattern. This new
pattern is easier and faster to print. It also provides improved
cmwuflage protection against detection by visual mearn and image
intenification devices. Urder a Soldier Enharmnment Program, initiated
in FY90, further improvements to uniform weight, comfort, and appearance
were implemented through experimental synthetic blend fabrics and
rimrous uniform design charnes. Technical and operational testing, and
identification and approval of suitable uniform enhancements will be
completed in FY92.
Desert Boot: Develcpnent has been successfully completed and a boot for
desert envirorm•nts has been adopted as a standard item. The boot will
significantly irprove the perfornn
of the individual soldier in a hot,
dry envircrewnt. Scre critical boot features include: insulated
mid-sole, ankle support, comfort collar and lining, lcw-density rubber
ccouxd sole, speed lacing and conthured-cushion sole. Prior to the
development, no standard boot existed which provided the protection
required. Com*rcially available items were considered, but were found
lacking in all required design features.
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Laser Eye Protet-icn for Soldiers: Development has been successfully
ompleted on several laser eye protective devices for combat soldiers.
7hese devices will significantly improve the safety of the individual
soldier in a laser-hazardous battlefield. The two wavelength protective
capability of the Ballistic Laser Protective Spectacle (BLPS) was added
to the existing protective capabilities of the Goggles, Sun, Wind, and
Dist (SWD), and the Visor, Flyers' Helmet. Also, a three wavelength
protective capability was developed for the Goggles and the Visor, and
can be used for protection frcm sunlight and glare during daytime
operations. All three laser-protective devices (BLPS, Goggles, and
Visors), were fielded to the appropriate troops during Operation Desert
Storm.

Technology base efforts are being pursued with reflective and

hybrid technologies to optimize photcpic/scotopic transmittance and laser
protection for future eyewear applications.
System:

Tcicxlcoical AgenLs Protective (TAP) Suit Coolirn

Integration

of a commercial cooling system, the Life Support System Inc. (LSSI), with
the M3 TAP Suit was successfully completed to support Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EBO) personnel during ODS. In addition, prototype cooling
systems specifically designed to be integrated with the TAP Suit and/or
the Self-Contained, Toxic Eivironment Protective Oitfit - Interim
(STEPO-I) were developed and demonstrated to the depot/EOD user
community. The new TAP Suit/STEPO-I cooling syster is more efficient,
lighter weight, and less expensive than the commercial system used during
A requirements document was develcped for this venture at the end
0•.
of FY91.
Significant advances in the area of
Mjicroclimate COndiMCCI
microclimate cooling have been achieved in FY91. U'dez the Individual
Mioroclimate cooling System (fLCS) and SrTEM programs, the components of
the vapor co-ression cycle have been appropriately miniaturized and
configured for optimum performance. A battery-driven onoling system has
been designed for use in oxygen deficient envircruents for STEUO. The
system weighs 23.5 pourds (including 9.5 pounds of batteries) and has
been successfully demonstrated at several user locations.

A second

generation STEMO cooling system is currently being fabricated and is
expected to weigh approximately 36 percent less and achieve a 33 percent
volume reduction over the first prototype. This system will weigh
approximately 10 pounds less than the maxifunm allowable weight of 25
ponTds, as specified in the requirement document, while maintaining the
required cooling capacity of 300 watts for four hours. The IMCS program
has built upon these successes and is well on the way to producing an
engine-driven system weighing approximately 17 pounds, while providing
300 watts of centimnus cooling for six hours.
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4.

PIANNED PGAM

With increased fiscal restraints, it is imperative that our research,
tecdhnlogy and develcpnent program efforts be prioritized to maximize our gains
for the individual soldier. To that end, therefore, cur planned programs for
fiscal years 1992-1994 will be focused on priority areas, and our major
objectives include:
a.

FY92-94 Basic Research Prram, (6.1)
Includes plans to:
Synthesize/characterize graft copolymers and liquid crystal polymers
for ballistic application.
Develop efficient nonlinear optical polymers for laser eye
protection.
Mdel monolayers for membranes, ceramics, and signature reduction
assemblies.
Characterize new protein-based selective barrier membranes for
dcemical and biological protection.
Characterize recombinant silk proteins in new production systems.
Characterize/model bioenginoerý protein-based elastomers.
Apply solid state Nuclear Magnetic Re-s
ne (NMR) methods to
dtermine diffusion kinetics in selected elastcmers

FOCAL POMIN

b.

FUR RESEARC

MZ9-94 EZWlcratmr

PFCGRAM:

Dr. Abner S. Salant
Telephone: 508-651-4577

DeIclg.jnt PrT

(6.2)I

Inc-ludes plans to:

BALLISTIC PROI=CYIN:
Investigate/develop novel semi-flexible composite structures for
personnel armor ballistic protection.
Investigate/characterize novel all-thermnplastic resin matrices for
ballistic protection in helmets.
Investigate state-of-the-art lightweight ccnposite materials for
application to microclimate corditioning systems.
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Explore unique fabric geometries/molding concepts for helmet
-- Fposites (e.g. filament-wirdning, resin-transfer molding, metal

matrix composites) .

Develop mathematical model to describe casualty effects of
flecettes projectiles.
BHAVIRAL/
NC TEXCIMLGY:
Construct cognitive, mood, sensory-motor test battery to evaluate
soldier system effectiveness.
Assess eumi

brarnc of human motion by CIE.

Determine effects of clothing on
for input into JACK model.

and range of motion

Incorporate advanced CIE design features and visual field and
strength data into soldier CAD model.
Evaluate ethnic/cultural impact on soldier system.
CHEMICAL/BIOIICAL PRCTI1ON:
Develcp/characterize lightweight multilayer materials for advanced
barrier materials.
OCmplete -rocess scale-up of loaded waterproof/breathable membranes
for dcemical protection and transfer materials to UM Advaned

Technlogy Demonstnation .

Transfer dry-cleaning solvent, which will serve as a general field
laundry cleaning solvent and will decontaminate dcemical agents from
clothing, to the Laundry and Dry Cleanin Solvent (LACOS) program.
Utilize Epore tedcology to prepare and optimize microrous PFE
membranes loaded with supersorbent active carbon and produce fabric
laminates which provide liquid, vapor, and aerosol agent protection.
Determine optimized fabric constructions for increased aerosol
penetration resistance. Explore novel technologies for developing a
chemical agent vapor protective fabric based on activated carbon
fiber technology.
Study water interactions and transport in hydrcphilic polymers.
Develop camrercial source and cptimize application of superadsorbent
carbon.
Evaluate thermoplastic elastarers for barrier applications (TAP
Suit, gloves, boots) and transfer to end item development.
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0O~EZRVIL4E/CAMF

LAE

:

Develop cold-regions multi-terrain camouflage fabrics.
Provide colorant information to counter effects of laser-induced
luminescence.

Develop reversible fabrics combining thermal imaging protection and
camouflage capabilities.
Transfer optimal urban camouflage materials to end item development.
Provide combat soldier identifiers for CIE.
Investigate novel pigments/colorants to reduce thermal emission,
improve nuclear thermal flash protection, and to produce adaptive
cannuflage.
DIRM ENM P•
O=N:
Develop computer aided design (CAD) program for 3D graphics/analysis
of thermal transfer.
Develcp/construct bench scale apparatus to measure thermal transfer
for incendiary weapons effects.
Construct and test improved instrumented manikin for use in
evaluatirn thermal transfer in clothinq items.
Provide a comprehensive data base for the attenuation of non-optical
radiation throg persoriel protective items.
flERFATED/ETVIR
2!L PRIrTION:
Investigate novel, low-power microclimate cooling technologies.
Develop lightweight shell fabrics for integrated protection.
Investigate the potential of heated handwear to provide the
individual soldier with thermal protection in arctic environments.
Develop an integrated soldier performance model to support front end
analyses of soldier system items.
Develop a battlefield laser model to support the design of
protective equipmnt through stochastic model results.
Develop algorithms to integrate the stochastic process of existing
casualty estimation/assessment programs with individual performance
models.
Develop flame resistant, high efficiency, thermal insulation
battingKs for cold weather protection.
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FtICAL POINT FO DIR=M FErECY AND BEHAVIORAL/PERFORANCE:
Dr. Atrer Salant
Telephone: 508 651-4577
F=CAL POINT FUR ALL aIHR AREAS"
Mr. Maurice Denamie
Telephone: 508-651-4447
c.

FY92-93 Proof-of-Principle Rram
SODIrER INIBSR

(6.3a)

PrBMTVE ENSEKBLE (SIPE)

Includes plans to:
Fabricate brassboard hardware for field demostration.
Execute squad-level troop demstration at Ft. Bennin.
Cnct

pysiological evaluation.

FY93 Transition year efforts:
System integraticm, electronics optimization, definition of
individual power focus, human performance issues, and technology
insertions.
Transfer of SIFE to full scale dev-1csrment (FSD) of The Whanced
Integrated Soldier System (TEISS).
FOCAL POINT FR SIPE PCGM:

d.

Ms. Carol Fitzgerald
Telpcne: 508-651-5436

FY92-94 kdvadced and EineerirxM Develgmernt Prcmram (6.3b,/6.41
Includes plans to:
Continue analysis of foreign chemical protective clothing and
Pursue short-term developzrnt utilizinr/modifying conTercial items
in a multitude of CIE to enhance disonted infantry conbat
effectiveness under the Soldier Wiar]yxnt Program.
LIFE SLTPOPT C1fl{Ir.:

Initiate developnenxt of combat vehicle crewmember (CVC)/aircrew
footwear.
Initiate develcpment of personal camouflage for urban areas.
Initiate development of multi-terrain camouflage uniform.
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Initiate developent of petroleum/oil/lubricant (POL) resistant
chemical/biological tactile glove.
Develop microclimate cooling air vest for the aviator.
Crntinue advanced develcpment of Multipurpose Overboot (MIDO).
oumplete develcpment of interim Self-Contained Toxic Environment
Protective Outfit (STrPO); continue development of final outfit.
Qzmplete development of Aircrew Uniform Integrated Battlefield
(ADIB) P3- packaging.
Qmmplete developmenr of AUIB undergarment. (This will be known as
Vapor Protective Flame Resistant Urnergarment (VPFRI)).
Complete development of AUIB P3I Cutergarment.
Complete development of Special Purpose TAP Hood.
Optimize Muiltiple Threat Body Armor (MIBA) vest.
Complete development of Aircrew Clothing System, Cold Weather
(ACSC).
Complete develcoment of Body Armor System, Individual Countermine
(BASIC).
Cmplete development of Intermediate Cold Wet Glove (ICW3)
LIFE SUPPCRT BVIMNT:
Initiate development of lightweight energy-absorbing cargo frame.
Initiate develcqnt of advanced ballistic/laser eye armor.
Initiate develcpment of Mask Drinking System - final.
Cmplete develcpnent of TAP Suit microclimate cooling system.
Complete developnent of auxiliary aviation lighting devices.
Complete develcpnt of STEPO cooling system.
Continue development of Individual Microclimate Cooling System for
dis xirted soldiers.
Complete development of laser/ballistic non-prescription cylindrical
system (SPECS)
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Omplete development of laser/ballistic toric eyewear.

Implement

produt improvements.Qzmplete development of Soldier's Ground Insulator (SGI)
Comp~lete development of Mask Drinking System

-

Interim (NDS-I)

cQmplete development of cmibat Soldier Sleeping System (CSSS)
Complete developnent of Comw ncatiors/Aaaral Protective System
(CAPS)
Omplete development of Artillery Cmmications/Aural Protective
System (ACAPS)
complete development of Ballistic/Laser Sun, Wind, and Dust Goggles
Complete development of Mattax
FOLCAL POINT FOR PRORAM:

5.

MAJOR TECHOI

Mr. Charles R. Williams
Telephone: 508-651-4120

CAL BARP

The major technological barriers that must be overnme to achieve near- to
mid-term CIE Program objectives include:
QCN MUR IWNDIVITUULS: The protection of
a. (DCAL/BIOLCOGICAL PR
the soldier from exposure to haz3rdous chemicals, such as warfare agents, is
essential to mission accxsplishments on today's battlefield and that of the
future. This protection is currently accaplished through the use of an
activated carbon system, the use of semi-permeable material systems, and the
use of impermeable barrier materials. The activated carbon system is used in
protective overgarments and affords protection by absorbing hazardous
chemicals.
The impermeable barrier materials consist of rubber and coated fabrics found in
gloves, boots, and some ensembles, which afford protection by acting as a
physical barrier to chemicals. In the future, chemical protective uniforms
will need to provide protection against multiple threats including toxic
aerosols and biological agents, be decontaminable, and be reusable. These
uniforms must also be comfortable in all climates and not impair the mobility
or performance of the soldier. The materials for these uniforms should be
lightweight, have irproved protection, have increased durability and shelf
life, and be reusable through the use of reactive materials which will detoxify

the rW agents.

There is a need for the development of methods for measuring
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adsorption of agents and agent surrogates within protective materials and for
determining the reaction products (quantitative and qualitative) that originate
from detoxification chemistry taking place in catalytic and reactive materials.
Technical POCs:

Mr. Maurice Denrme
Telepone: 508-651-4447

Mr. Thomas Pease
Telephone: 508-651-4926

b. BALLISTIC PROT=ON FOR INDVIYIIAIS: Ballistic protection for the
individual soldier involves protection of the body and the eye against a
variety of projectiles which differ widely in shape, size, and impacting
velocity. New materials are required to meet these broad ballistic threats and
to lighten the load carried by the soldier. In addition, eye protection from a
ballistic threat requires light transparent materials for eyewear with
improvements in ballistic penetration, scratch resistance, optical clarity, and
the ability to be integrated into laser eye concepts.
Technical POCs:

c.

Dr. Frank Bissett
Telephone: 508-651-4585

COUNTEPSURVEIIANCE:

Mr. Gary Olejniczak
Telephone: 508-651-4046

Survivability is furdamental to the conduct of

warfare. The countersurveillance mission is to enhance the survivability of
the soldier by providing textiles for uniforms, individual equipment, and
tentage that reduce visibility to various senscr threats (image intensifiers,
radar, thermal imagers, and multi-spectral sensors) to backgrourd level.
Cou2ntersurveillance activities center on the R&D of unique dyes/pignents,

additives and coatings for textiles to achieve signature suppression.
Technical POC:

d.

Ms. Therese R. Coniirford
Telephone: 508-651-5469

COtMBAT SOLDIER CL

C MAD IMDIVID(JAL EDUIPMENT (CIE) ID=NrTFIER:

Incidents of fratricide on the battlefield have historically plagued deployed
forces in operational conflicts. The resolution of night-vision devices and
image intensifiers is not always good enough to distinguish friend from foe.
There have been scme industry develcpments in the areas of passive, active
(i.e. laser detection and light-emitting diodes) and a combined passive/active
to attain degrees of individual soldier recognition.
Technical POC:

Ms. Therese R. Ccomerford
Telephone: 508-651-5469

e. INDIVIDUAL PROTTON AC4ATNST DIRCTh LNERGY WEAPONS (DEW) LASER EYE
P•FICN:
Fron the point-of-view of the individual combat soldier, the
lci-erergy lasers currently found on the battlefield as range finders and
target designators represent the most iminent danger from directed energy.
In
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the very near future, the ready availability of taznabla, or agile, lasers will
offer the potential for an even more serious threat to the eyes of individuals.
Protection against the fixed-frequency lasers has been shown to be attainable
by the use of dye absorbers and Bragg reflectors, such as holograms. These
systems have been used in combination with a polycarbonate substrate to produce
devices that provide soldiers with the required level of ballistic protection
and fixed-freuenciy transmittance. Poor durability and high cost are still to
be overcome.
Against the future battlefield hazards that will be created by tunable lasers,
no technology investigated thus far has shown significant prcmise for use by
the foot soldier. Stringent weight and bulk limitatiorLs, added to the
intrinsic requirements of response time, broadband response, and higi visual
transmittance, make this problem a formidable one.
Technical POC:

Dr. Frank Bissett
Telephone: 508-651-4588

f.
MIQFDYZDhATE COOLDI FOR THE INDIVIDUAL SOIDIER: Microclimate
cooling (MCC) equipment (or other means) is essential to eliminate heat stress
in infantry personnel and Combat Vehicle personnel (air and ground) who are
required to perform their combat mission while operating in elevated amibient
temperatures and wearing chemical protective garments.

Much progress 'as

made in the area of MCC equipment for Clabat Vehicle Crewmen (CVC),
extensive,

been

z ; an

ongoing advanced development effort is addressing requirements for

both CVC onboard vehicle cperations and COC operating in a dismounted mode.
Aklitional technology base work needs to be accomplished before advanced
;development can begin to address the microclimate requirements of infantry
personnel for a truly man-portable system. MCC for the individual soldier can
be divided into the following components: lightweight power; lightweight
hermetic ccapressors; and lightweight cooling vests.
Technical POC:

Mr. Wesley Goodwin
Telekhone:

g.

FLAME PROC=IE

I:

508-65i-4418

There is a need for uniforms which will provide

integrated protection frcm flame and nuclear thermal threats, but will not

impair the comfort or mobility of the soldier. Future uniform materials should
also be cleanable through dry cleaning or aqueous laundry techniques, and
durable for long field use. Areas of interest include: novel concepts for
fiber coposition and fabric structure for shell materials which provide
maximum durability, fire retardancy, and nuclear thermal protection, while
reducing the overall weight of the uniform; and advanced technolcgy and novel
concepts related to flare-retardant rubber gloves, boots, and coated fabric
materials for use in chemical-protective clothing ensembles.
Technical POC:

Mr. Maurice Dencmmee
Telephone: 508-651-4447
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h. SURFACE HEATING ELMO: There is a need to provide better extreme
cold weather protection for the hands and feet of soldiers. There is also a
need to improve the visibility of soldiers wearing protective face shields in
both cold and hot, humid envirorments. One means of acxiplishing these
improvemnts wold be through the generation of advanced technology in the
surface heating elements area. Areas of interest include: new materials which
are electrically conductive, thin, flexible, and curable, and related
exploratory development efforts through which the feasibility of using such new
materials in electrically-heated handwear may be demonstrated, including
dexterity and tactility features; and also using these materials on or
integrated into a protective face shield for improved visibility in both cold
and hot-humid environments.
Technical FOC:

Mr. Wesley Goodwin
Telephone: 508-651-4418

i. BEIlTTBFPUtSIT_
NXS: Materials produced or modified through the
activities of biological systems and which represent the application of
biotechnology to the material sciences. Materials with enhwamd performance or
novel capabilities are sought which may include, but are not limited to, high
performance fibers for ballistic protection and coaosite structures, reactive
finishes for chemical/biological warfare defense, potdynamic pigments for
camouflage, elastcmers, nonlinear optical polymers for directed energy
protection, films/caitings, and ceramics.
Technical POC:

Dr. David Kaplan
Telephone: 508-651-5525

J.
o
Textile Technology Center scources are
sought among institutions of higher learning with undecrraduate aid graduate
level study prograns lending therselve- to the establihment, of a Center. The
programs mist relate to protection of the individual soldier against
battlefield threats such as ballistic, chemical, biological, fire, thereal, aid
directed energy, while ensuring survival uncIer extxrems of environmental
(temperature_ and humidity) conditions by involving ccrprenhensive research and
engineering in the- following areas:
Polymer synthesis aid c&aracterization.
Fiber morpholc/y and mechanical-prcV.ert-y characterizat ion.
High-strength fibers (i.e., fib-rs from liquid crystal polymers).
Yarn and fabric iMnufacturing aid fabric preparation and finishing

processes.
Photchemistxy aid photcphysics of dyes and dyed textiles.
Methcx•, for sorbinr/reacti,q chenical warfare agents in lightweight,
low-heat stress textile systems.
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Prmucibility of unique fibers and fabrics.
Thermally resistant insulating textile syste.
Technical POC:

Mr. Maurice Denome
Telephone: 508-651-4447

The major tecnlogical barriers that must be overcam to achieve mid- to
lcrq-term CIE Program objectives are indicated in the APPEDUIX.

6.

PFRAM RELATICNSHIPS AMD InNCrICKS

a. Natick has significant interaction with the other seven AMC FM&E
centers and with most of the LAB13M OCrporata Laboratories. Some of the
axcerative efforts are included below:
power sources and
U.S. Army Belvoir RD&E Canter cn lightigt
developrnt;
camou~flage
Working Gxp.
-IMESC Individual Per
U.S. Army OCrmunicaticns and Electronics ormied (CExCI)
mmuunications and indlivitbal soldier cazprter;
2

for

Center far Night Vision and Electro Imagers/Cptics for night

vision and irmage/sensror5
Electrcnics Technology and Devices Laboratory for batteries and flat

panel displays;
U.S. Army Armament IP6E Oiter for indiviwl soldier wapon,
holsters, end amuuinition pocAhes;

Preqram Mmvvpgr-Aviation Life Support Equlppmat;
U.S. Army Tank-Autnomtive FO&E Oenter for microclirate
interfacie informaticn;

onditionirg

U.S. Arry Cheical rM&E Centor for: CB test methcdologies; CB vqent
and the develcpirnt
tasting services and initial data a zrnts;
of agent surrogates for chemical agents.
U.S. Army Missile RD&E Canter an sjpcial ballistic protoctive itcr;

U.S. Army Ballistic Remrch Liboratory for information an micx-rawv
protecticn, ballistic morxls, ballistic testing a"d c•usilty
reduction aralysis applicable to the ixdividual soldier;
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U.S. r
imn Engineering Laboratory o. anthxqretry sApport,
clothing, human engineering~ factors, human performance testing, test
bad for Lighteing the Soldier's Load and human factors;
U.S. Army Harry Diamon Laboratory on uclear effects testing and
nuclear evaluation data;
U.S. Army Materials Technology Laboratory on material technology and
modeling of materials, ceramics, elastcmers, metals, composites and
trawpent ballistic materials, ballistic Zirings, dcemical
permeation, and laser materials. Cooperative efforts also include
the application of materials modeling for the individual soldier,
fiber and textile materials techInlcgy, elastamr compounding
service, information on sctrometric tests, wet chemistry,
twials/lasers, microbial protection for materials, and
weatherin;
ThRC Soldier Syste Archit•cure Workin Croup;
T1 C Soldier System Marketlrq Working Group;
TBESC Soldier System International Working Croup.
b. rtidck also interacts with the Office of The Srgen Gereral on heat
stress informtion and testing for chemical-protective clothing, human
perfo
modeling, and soldier's load information.
c. Natick Interacts with other Services, other gverrrent agencies and
foreigr W vrents to met techdnology needs. FDcaples of these types of
interactions are:
U.S. Air Force - High performance polyrer technology, life support
technology for aviator, and chemical defense models;
U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force and U.S. Marine Corps - Multi-Service
chemical defense program;
U.S. Marine Corps - Research, developrent, testing, and evaluation
reirb
able orders;
Other DC - clothing manufacturing technology; engineering support
to DPSC for clothing and individual equipment;
Foreign-tecnlogy data exchanges, Intermational Materiel
Evaluations (InE), and sy-,txm alternatives. NATO, ABCA, and DEA
information/item excdunes; also prrxrewnt of clothing for Saudi
Arabian troops.
Other CGo rrzrent Agqencies - Ballistic eye prctection work, Postal
Service work.
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d. Our interactions with Industry and market surveillanc are crnoirg
processes which are enhanced by the active participation of our official Natick
representatives to 115 ncrjovernmental technical committees, and the active
mm~bership of Natick employee in national scientific and technical
associations/societies such as:
ACS, AIC, AICiiE, ASS, APA, Al'S, A~e, in,
msA, smE, AAIT, AIAA, APH,
ASR, RSC, SAMPE, SPE, AATCC, ASIM, and Sigma Xi.
In addition, we formally interact with Industry during several key events in
the R&D life cycle, e.g., at the time of formulation of the requirement
document, when conducting a market analysis, during the preparation of
specifications and standards, and the preparation of stardardizaticn program
analyses/plas.
We are also active participants in the I
R&D Program, the Army
Information for Industry Program (including the Army Potential Cntractor
Program, the use of Broad Agency Ancurocem ts and A&vne Planning Briefings
for Industry), the Unsolicited Proposals Program and the Small Business
Innovative Research Program.
The Army Domestic Technology Transfer Program seeks to promote the transfer of
Army technology and expertise to the private sector, so that the tecnology can
be exploited for improving U.S. coapetitiveness.
une mea=ism for such
transfers is the use of QCoerative R&D Areements (CDAs) beten Army R&D
activities and U.S. industry. The CMDAN is a contract to cooperate and share
intellectual proprty resulting from joint efforts; work under the CRDA can be
exclusively exploited by the company for commercial uses, while the government
retains a licerse to use the technology for its own purposes.
e.

We use the technical expertise available in the academic camu-tity.

We are strong supporters of the Polymer Science activities, under the auspices

of the Massachusetts Centers of Excellenca. Natick is a memer of the
Northeastern University Cooperative Research Center for £lect1w
c
Itsearch (for laser protection prograrm), and is in the process of establishing
a Textile Technology Center within academia.
f. We also interface with the various TADOC sd•cls, e.g., the Infantry
School (TI4-Soldier), on soldiers' needs and requirerents early-on, and
maintain close coordination thrcu#ht the develiopment process.
nce w- enter
the advanced developmmt and engineering develcnent phases, our funding and
program guidance is furnished by the Project Manager for Clothing and
Individual Dquipment (RM-CIE).
We have also established an interface with
FORSCCM units to ccntinacisly obtain user feedback for air fielded items to
make field-wrthy iprovPewnts.

rii
do'cu~mnt roporti r~s4c
una-rtek..n at thq
UIZ Army IHatict l,!earch, Oo'.ntopmon•t
d Enitn'nearing
C-mt-er

in
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6.3b
6.4

FY94-96
FY97-98

lTProdcticn

FY99-

TEISS is a modular h .ad-to-toe fighting system designed to balance mission
performance and prota ction ky viewing the soldier as a total system. TEISS
will transfer those -ecchnologies and capabilities sccssfully de•onstrated in
the Soldier Integrat.d Protective Ensemble (SIPE) Advanced Technology
Transition DemirstraUion (ATfD), into full scale develcpmnet (FSD).
The system
design will optimize the combat effectiveness of the individual ground soldier
by balancing protection against mltiple battlefield hazards, with enhanced
operation capabilities via the integration of state-of-the-art technologies.
The benefits of this integrated, mdular approach will offer the soldier new
capabilities resulting from the simultaneous use of caoqnents which currently
cannot be combined: reduced bulk and weight; and improved survivability.
TEISS poses very challenging objectives, and sucess will rely on cptimization
of state-of-the-art emerging technologies.

MkTOR
•

•

'iThe major cacnents of the TEISS for the individual ground soldier are:
consists of an Integrated Onbat Uniform
SClothing
(ICU), hanrwar, footwear and load-carrying equiptnt providing
multiple-threat protection, including ballistic, chemical/biolcgical,
flame/thermal, directed energy (DEW), environmental, and surveillance.
•
providing a cummnications capability,
t
ted H
ballistic, laser/eye, respiratory and acostic protection, and a
hefs-up display for integrated night vision, weapons fire control and
individual soldier copizter output.
providing a means for soldiers to
ma ttt
Microclimate Qpndi i
maintain their thermal eqtuilibrium.
Individual Soldi er
providing man-portable integrated
capabilities such as global positioning, cmimications, message
management, fire -ontrol, medical monitoring, expert systems and
training.
will provide a new individual weapon
Obiective Family of SmallA
integral to the TEISS development program.
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TEISS is a joint effort involving the US Army Infantry School and the
participation of key Army Materiel Command (AMC) laboratories and centers,
incluing:
U.S. Army Natick Reead,
Development and Engineering Center (Natick)
U.S. Army ommnications and Electronics Commnad (CEOCf4)
U.S. Army CEC14 Center for Night Vision and Electro-Optics (C2NVEO)
U.S. Army AWmament ReseartS, Development and Engireering Center (ARDEC)
U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center (cRDEC)
U.S. Army Bmon Engineering Laboratory (HEL)
U.S. Army IABOCM Electronics Technology and Devices laboratory (EIDL)
U.S. Army IABCCM Harry Diamond Laboratory (HDL)
U.S. Army Ballistics Research Laboratory (BRL)
TRADOC System Manager-Soldier (TU4-Soldier)
U.S. Army Materiel Command PM-Soldier
•:
Funding to support development efforts and testing is scheduled to
start in FY94.
NXTE:

Additional information regardin the major ccnponents of TEISS to be
developed at Natick can be found on the following data sheets.

Technical POCs for TEISS

Mr. Charles Williams
Telephone: 508-651-4447
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Ms. Deirdre Rapacz
508-651-5358

Technical POC for Advanced Clothing Subsystem:

Ms. Deirdre Rapacz
Telephone: 508-651-5838

The caqxonnts of the Advanced Clothing Subsystem are described below:
A.

IRMR'ýE ) IFMBAT UNIFORM (ICU):

The ICE will provide balanced protection against chemical, flame,
environmental, ballistic and DEN threats on the integrated battlefield. The
uniform will also demonstrate an overall reduction in weight and bulk over the
combined systems currently used to afford this protection. There will be a
significant improvement in the mobility, comfort and acceptability of the
system. The use of replaceable, launderable and reuseable caqponents will
diminish the impact on the logistical support system.

B.

RMXM=

ICGHfWMIG

CaBAT BXCr (I1:

The lightweight combat boot will integrate protection from chemical and
envirormental threats, while still ensuring comfort and the necessary
traction. The boot will partially or completely eliminate the need for
chemical protective overboots, deperding on the degree of protection
capabilities. The boot will be designed for the temperate and desert
envirormvents, acccnmxdate easy donning and doffing, and enhance protection with
flame-retardant materials applications.

llA•

C.

R

This handwear will be designed to incorporate protection from chemical threats
into a lightweight glove constructed of high-performance materials and design.
The handwear will enhance battlefield efficiency by providing a high degree of
durability, while maintaining the dexterity required to operate hand weapons
and battlefield instrumentation.
D.

ADVANC)

MOVUTAR BODY A

These systems will consist of optimized state-of-the-art materials applied in a
highly refined system design to provide both ballistic and blast overpressure
protection. Base modules will protect close ccmbat support troops with module
upgrades from 9rmm handgiun protection to higher threats. Additional features
include modules for arnor piercing mine and explosive ordnance disposal
protection from high-velocity fragments and extreme levels of blast
overpressure.
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INTRMNI'ECTE¶IIVE LOAD-BEARDIG MODULE
This module is a load-bearing system designed to accommate the power,
ccumunicaticns, microclimate conditioning, and climbing/extraction requirements
of the future infantry soldier. The design will utilize advanced lightweight,
durable, and irpact-resistant materials to construct the load-carrying
infrastructure optimizing load weight distribution to enhance mobility and
minimize energy expenditure.
TNICAL BATRES TO 711E ADVANCED CIDTTNG SUBSYSTEM:
IMP.
lightweight ballistic materials to provide increased
protection from fragments and flechettes, with a reduction in weight
and bulk.
IMproved chemical-protective materials, increased protection,
durability and shelf-life with reduced weight, bulk and heat stress.
roved camouflage materials and systems to reduce signature and
thwart detection by emerging multi-spectral surveillance devices.
Protection against directed-energy weapons (DEW), improved protection
from evolving laser and high-powered microwave weapons.
System design to efficiently integrate protection/operational
capabilities, waste management features, weight reduction.

Laurderability/decontaminability,

extended--.ar life.

Buman factors considerations including miniral degradation of normal
functions and optimization of operational effectiveness.
Apply bicmechanics to minimize CIE encumrbrances and enhance mobility
by optimizing the soldier-CIE interface.
Quantify relative importance of each hazard and estimate levels of
protection required to establish balanced protection.
ADVANCED HEADGEAR SUBSYSTEM

Tecnical POC for the Advanced Headgear Subsystem:

Mr. Stanley Waclawik

Telephone:

508-651-5447

The improved ground soldier helmet and facial protective system will decrease
casualties by providing protection from fracgmenting munitions and laser weapons
for critical body parts. Additional eye protection will be provided against
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the hazard/threat to soldiers' eyes posed by laser range finders (URFS).
The
system will be compatible with all clothing and individual equipment, provide
interactive functions with weapons, sighting and ccmwnication devices, and
contribute to the efficient operation of the soldier's overall mission.
TECNICAL BAPRIERS -)

THE ADVANCED HEADGEAR SUMSYSTE

DImroved lightweight ballistic materials to provide increased
protection fram fragments and flechettes, with a reduction in weight.
caved ballistic protection to the eyes.
Protection against directed energy weapons (DEW) and evolving laser
threats.
Improved visual transmittance and durability.
Miniaturization/configuration of electronics.
System design that acccmmcdates the interaction of components tailored
to specific mission/threat conditions.
umian factos considerations, minimal degradation of normal functions
to optimize operational effectiveness.
MIC299L=

CONDITIC

r SUBSYST?

Technical POC for Microclimate Corditioning: Mr. Wesley Goodwin
Telephone: 508-651-4418

DESC-=N:•
This modular component of TEISS will be a portable unit that provides cooling
and power to the individual soldier. By reducing heat stress, the soldier will
perform more effectively in hot environments and/or in chemical protective
clothing. The need for restrictive wcrk/rest cycles will be reduced and the
mission duration inreased.

As an integrated component of TEISS the

Microclimate Conditioning subystem will also provide power to the electronic
caqxnents of the system.
TMV

L BARRERS TO THE ýICROThATE CCDI1T4TG SUBSYS
System design of long-lasting, lightweight power sources that minimize
weight/bulk, and use advanced heat exchange technolcgy and component
miniaturization.
Manufacturing process that is unit cost effective.
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Mmn factors considerations includig man-niaddix interface,
interation with Clothin and Headgear subsystem, ctnimzation of
nsxverability.
Advanced materials to reduce signature and minimize detection by
emerging multi-spectral surveillance devices.
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